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The current MALPE work has several problems that hinder 

it from gaining strategic and integrative foresight in steering 

Finnish city-regional development towards a more 

sustainable future. This is due to:

• the lack of knowledge on the urbanization dynamics,

• lack of concepts and models of urban phenomena, and

• failures in dealing with crucial institutional path 

dependencies and institutional ambiguity.

Hypothesis
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BeMInE aims to bridge these gaps:

1. by producing knowledge on the dynamic interconnections between 

agglomeration, migration and mobility, and innovation activity 

processes, and peri-urbanization and fragmentation processes of 

Finnish urbanization;

2. by re-conceptualizing and –modelling urban phenomena and 

development, in order to support city-regional planning and decision-

making;

3. by providing insights and policy recommendations on the restructuring 

of governance relations and rationalities in terms of integrative 

envisioning in urban regions, in view of the ongoing Finnish local and 

regional governance reform and related challenges; and

4. by providing related insights on how to unravel the institutional 

ambiguities of MALPE governance and manage their consequences to 

political legitimacy.

Aims
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Phase 1: Path dependence analysis
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• Urban structure development ‘lock-ins’ (SYKE).

• Path dependence as car dependence (SYKE & Aalto/BE).

• ‘Lock-ins’ in urban agglomeration (JyU).

• ‘Lock-ins in regional economic development (VTT).

• ‘Lock-ins’ in conceptual understandings in planning and analysis (Aalto/Arch.).

• Institutional and administrative ‘lock-ins’ in urban and regional governance (UTa & 

Aalto/BE).

• Political ‘lock-ins’ in urban and regional governance (UTa).

Path dependencies related to MALPE work
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• Path dependence overview as a storyline of historical development 

paths and future projections – calling for path-breaking openings 

towards strategic integration in MALPE work (Phase 2).

• Hypothesis: Current path dependencies straining MALPE work 

maintain:

• Dispersion of urban structures (with weakening sustainability and 

accessibility).

• Inability to identify and tackle qualitatively new phenomena in urban 

development (obsolete planning concepts)

• Lack of policy coordination (sub-optimization between governance 

levels and sectors).

• Incremental approaches to policy change (policy tinkering).

• Poor legitimacy of governance (institutional ambiguity).

State of the Art report
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Models for Finnish urbanisation –
scenarios

Urban fabrics and peri-urbanisation

• Recognise: nature-based, people
based, community based

• Respect: economic potential / policy
instruments

• Repair, regenerate

Generate alternative pathways based on 
current situation, path dependencies, 
potentials, resources, sustainability
aspects, and Finnish specialities. 

What is ”affordable” and what kind of 
Policy instruments are needed in urban
and peri-urban areas?

SYKE: Evidence based planning: potential for 

regeneration
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VTT: AGE models in scenario work

• One of the most wide-spread economic methods for ex-ante analyses 

• Wide use in the European Commission, UN, World Bank, various central 

banks, etc. 

• Based on:

• Economic theories on consumers’ and firms’ behavior and long run balance 

in the economy 

• Large databases on economic structures, i.e. input-output tables extended 

with other structural data

• Account for direct and indirect impacts of economic changes

• Create consistent scenarios for future based on explicit assumptions and data on 

exogenous drivers 

• Here focus on economic and policy-related drivers of migration
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• Urbanization and surrounding regions

• to analyze econometrically the relationship between the development of cities 

and their hinterlands in different periods in Finland, the main focus being in 

the most recent decades

• Urbanization and employment-population relationship 

• to analyze the nature of mobility and the primary causes of regional growth 

and urbanization process, by concentrating on the question of whether 

people follow jobs or jobs follow people 

• Innovation activity and urban growth

• to determine whether there are regional differences in innovation activities of 

small and medium sized enterprises (SME’s) in urban and other areas

• Dynamic capabilities of Finnish urban enterprises. 

• to find the factors that reflect dynamic capabilities of Finnish urban 

enterprises

• Other: entrepreneurship & urban areas; role of subsidies on urban

development

JyU: Urbanization growth processes: sub-projects
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• Migration in urban areas

• Micro-econometric analyses of mobility within urban regions as well as 

between rural and urban regions in Finland, special attention being devoted 

to the analysis of mobility of students and the highly educated

• Triple Helix and urban areas

• The aim is to analyze the relationships between universities, industries and 

government under the concept of Triple Helix 

• Main questions: What are the characteristics of workers moving from 

universities to government jobs or to private sector jobs? What adds to the 

appeal and competiveness of cities? 

• Data sources

• We have a remote access to Statistics Finland individual-level population 

databases which can be merged with many administrative registers 

• This possibility - to combine and use large databases - is crucial for 

scientific breakthroughs in the analysis of job and human mobility 

• In addition: firm-level survey data; regional level data

JyU: Nature of mobility and its consequences in urban 

regions 
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• The awareness of environmental problems has become mainstream, but urban 

planning and urban policies still have problems in dealing with them 

• The ecosystem services (regulating, provisioning, supporting and cultural) are 

potentially endangered in the context of urban growth and density

• Urban concentration and sprawl makes it difficult to organize services for the ageing 

population 

• The growth of immigration challenges planning and design for “all”.

• In planning and urban policies there is an implicit references to a uniform culture and 

bio-politics (planning based on biological features such as age, gender and disability, 

ignoring cultural differences)

• Since this is no longer reality, planning has to build a relationship to multi-culturalism.

• Planning directed at, and contained within, specified geographical areas, is 

challenged by multi-locality of employment and housing

• The increasing role of ICT in working practices has made working possible in several 

locations.

• Social connections and the related space-related life-styles are forming networks, at 

the same time as urban and regional planning and policies concentrate on areas.

Aalto/Arch: From Trajectories to Challenges
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• MALPE –an emerging yet contested/contestable approach to integrated planning

• A conventional bricolage: bringing sectors together and hoping for the best?

• MALPE in Finnish urban regions: slow development over 15 years

• Successes: creating common visions, strategies, programmes

• Failures: clashing interests hindering collaboration, municipal competition

over cooperation; clash of governance rationalities and institutional

boundaries between different sectors

• MAL(PE) agreements: neoliberal spatial policy frameworks

• efficient for creating interaction, forcing collaboration, directing

investments, but

• lacking in overall coordination with other policies, ambiguous status vs. 

the planning system, issues with leadership, ownership, legitimacy?

• Need for an integrated approach for addressing the above issues

• The Aalto/BE BeMInE approach: finding, creating and fostering ”trading zone” –

alignments and collaboration

Aalto/BE: From disjointed M A L P E to trading

zones of strategic city-regional development
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1. Ambiguities of the performance evaluation information

• Performance measurement systems and practices in selected city 

regions

• Problems of multi-dimensional performance evaluations to 

encompass financial sustainability, effective land-use and ecological 

sustainability. 

2. Complexities that stem from planning and management artefacts

• Blackboxing, governance silos and sub-optimization

• Artefacts linking land-use, public service delivery systems and 

sustainable local government finances (e.g. “PALM” in Tampere). 

3. Planning/management artefacts as drivers of urban policy-making

• The role of new technologies in featuring the ideas of good and 

sustainable urban environment

• How do the ideas of good/sustainable urban environment shape 

decision-makers’ interpretive schemes and mental models?

Conclusive synthesis

Uta/Municipal administration: Research

contexts of our work package
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UTa/SPARG: 

Participation, zoning

and MALPE workCitizen

participation

Formal

land use

planning

Strategic 

MALPE 

’governance’

Land Use

and Building 

Act 

(1999/132)

?

Interface between

strategic and statutory

planning
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